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exists as much in the intellect as in tho ihiiij; (/V//(*;//;y/Xv/V,
'reality.'). The concept "res" was, however, tu thr Sdiul-
astics something that stood upon the same Utvrl as thought.
Thus Dionysius the Arcopagite, who.sc writings «xmm«<l
a considerable influence upon early uwdiVvul philosophy,
distinguishes in neighbouring1 categories "ontia rafionaliu,
intellectualia, sensibilia, simplicilcr existcnttV (rational,
intellectual, perceptible, simply existing things), Thomas
Aquinas calls that which is in the soul "res" Ojuotl rst
in anima), as also that which is outside the soul (quod
est extra animam). This noteworthy juxtaposition still
enables us to discern the primitive objectivity of thr idea
in the thought of that time* From this mental attitude
the psychology of the ontologioal proof ix:n>wrs easily
intelligible. The hypostasizing of the idea was not at all
an essential step; but, rather, as an echo of uk* primitive
concreteness of thought, it was taken for granted. The
counter-argument of Gaunilo is psychologically insuflkirntj
for although, as the consensus gentium proves, tin* idea
of an Island of the Blessed frequently occurs, yet it is
indubitably less effective than the idea of God, which
consequently receives a higher " reality-vatim".
Later writers who resumed the ontolojfical argument
all fell, at least in principle, into Anselm'a error, Kant\M
reasoning should be final* We will therefore briefly
outline it. He says ;
" The concept of an absolutely necessary Being In a pura
concept of reason, i.e. an idea only, whoso objectivo reality i»
not by any means proved because tlio reason has nood of it"
" The unconditioned necessity of a judgment, however, i« not
an absolute necessity of the thing. For the absolute nocamilty
of a judgment is only a conditioned necessity of tho thing or of
the predicate in the judgment."
Immediately prior to this Kant gives, as an example
of a  necessary judgment,  that  a triangle must  have

